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Cheat protection: To use this code, you need to be online and your friends list must be complete (If you have recently completed the PSN Legacy LAN Mapping Project, this code should now be available as a cheater.) Note: this code works on regular single player as well as co-op modes. In co-op, you can only use this code in 1v1, 2v2 and 3v3
matches. In 2v2 you can only use it in 1v1 and 3v3 matches, and in 3v3 you can only use it in 2v2 and 1v1 matches. In single player, you can use it in any mode. Cheat protection: To use this code, you need to be online and your friends list must be complete (If you have recently completed the PSN Legacy LAN Mapping Project, this code should

now be available as a cheater.) Note: this code works on regular single player as well as co-op modes. In co-op, you can only use this code in 1v1, 2v2 and 3v3 matches. In 2v2 you can only use it in 1v1 and 3v3 matches, and in 3v3 you can only use it in 2v2 and 1v1 matches. In single player, you can use it in any mode. Cheat protection: To
use this code, you need to be online and your friends list must be complete (If you have recently completed the PSN Legacy LAN Mapping Project, this code should now be available as a cheater.) Note: this code works on regular single player as well as co-op modes. below are the trailer codes for gta iv! codes are for the standard game only.

codes can be used to unlock content in the game. in the game, codes can be earned as rewards for finishing levels, completing objectives or racing to earn a first place finish. use the codes wisely! if you enter the wrong code, you will not receive the reward. codes are case sensitive.
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to get a hold of the inkwell, you have to pick up the press at the gazebo and take it to the ink collector. there is a code on the back of the press that you'll need to unlock the inkwell. there are a lot of ways to get the code, such as: get the island disciplinarian to give you the code, use the smash em up mini-game, get the coughing man to give
you the code, buy it from the guy at the island bar, or use the magic inkwell. a big part of life is strange is unlocking the bonus content, and life is strange 2 will not disappoint you. if you complete the bonus episodes (goodbye, max and max 2), you'll unlock the extra graphics, the soundtrack, and the motion comic. the motion comic plays in
between the cutscenes and the game. it's one of the best parts of the game, and you can unlock it by choosing to play as max or chloe. if you want to unlock and use the splicer captains armory, you must play the game well enough to unlock the splicer's armory. to unlock the splicer's armory, you must win the game and finish with a splicer
score of 21. after the final mission, you must complete the ensuing game, and play the game well enough to beat the average final score of splicers to unlock the splicer's armory. if you are unfamiliar with splicers, they are a class of enemies that are tougher than regular zombies and they carry plenty of weapons. for a complete list of splicer

weapons and armory unlocks, check out . after the mission eliminate brutal, niko will be able to call his contacts and find out who and what is causing the truck explosion. the three contacts that can be called are yoko, kato, and uncle lazlo. yoko will give niko the splicer's armory. kato will give niko a multi-gun. uncle lazlo will give niko the
splicer's captains armory. if you haven't played the mission eliminate brutal, it will be very difficult to unlock both armories. instead, it is best to wait for your second playthrough before unlocking them. 5ec8ef588b
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